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07.
 OVERCOMING THE 7 CHALLENGES 

TO EMBEDDING BI IN APPLICATIONS



The decision for so�ware companies and product teams is not if you will

Nucleus Research found that within the next five years 90 percent of

to improve operational and financial performance. And the demand for
Data driven decision-making remains critical for organizations looking 

analytics at the point of decision continues to increase.

business analytics solutions will be embedded in other applications.

embed analytics in your application, but how.

So�ware companies and enterprise so�ware teams tasked with integrat
ing analytics into their applications face several challenges. The following 
pages describe these challenges and how a self-service BI platform pur
pose-built for embedding solves them.
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https://www.izenda.com/blog/how-self-service-analytics-improves-operational-performance-application-value/


to answer ad hoc questions and build custom reports, while some front line sta� may need a more guided

That’s in large part because many solutions are too complex, requiring deep tech-Scorecard and Gartner.
Over the past ten years, user adoption of BI solutions has languished at around 30 percent, according to BI 

nical knowledge or ongoing support from IT for report and dashboard creation.

Most applications need to deliver analytics to a diverse set of end users. Power users demand the freedom 

analytics experience.  In either case, an analytics solution will only be adopted if it is easy to use, if it empow-
ers users to make data-driven decisions, and if it delivers timely insights to end users.

Izenda’s open and configurable platform lets your product team rapidly deliver and easily manage a tailored
self-service analytics experience that complements user roles and application workflows. The platform
o�ers many features designed to promote end user adoption across all user types. Report templates, a
semantic data layer, and drag and drop design interfaces make Izenda highly intuitive for basic users, while
power users get access to a wider feature set (including pivots, filters, calculated fields and functions, sched-
uling and alerts) that meets their sophisticated analytics needs.

With Izenda, users are fully empowered to create the reports and dashboards they need. There is no sep-
arate desktop design instance required; instead, reports, visualizations, dashboards and designers can be
easily integrated into any page of an application, and displayed on any device.

According to analytics expert Wayne Eckerson, 90 percent of end users won’t adopt a self-service analy-
tics solution if it’s not as fast as Google. Similarly, end users don’t want to deal with the lag times caused by
ETL to a data warehouse. Izenda delivers immediate insights with access to real-time data.

The Challenge

The Solution

01.
WE NEED TO INCREASE USER ADOPTION
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https://blogs.gartner.com/cindi-howson/2017/08/02/biadoption/
https://blogs.gartner.com/cindi-howson/2017/08/02/biadoption/
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Many BI vendors charge so�ware companies
by the user, core or module, which penalizes
growth. They may charge fees for di�erent roles
or product functionality, or by the volume of
data stored in a proprietary database. Many
solutions have a high up-front fee and ongo-
ing royalties, putting costs ahead of revenue
growth.

Izenda is provided as an annual subscription 
that includes all modules. It’s a model that allows 
unlimited users, cores and servers, so adoption 
and usage don’t cost your organization. Both pro-
duction and development instances are included 
with no additional charge.  It gives your team the 
freedom to choose how you monetize analytics 
within your product.  You can sell analytics as an 
additional module or add on feature, or bundle it 
into your application to enhance functionality, user 
satisfaction and retention.

The Challenge The Solution

02.
WE NEED A LICENSING MODEL 
THAT FITS OUR NEEDS
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“bolted on” embedding capabilities is going to require signifi-

BI solutions that aren’t designed for true embedding typically 
require custom coding and workarounds. Many can’t con-
nect to existing data sources to support real-time reporting, 
but require proprietary data warehouses or cubes that are 
expensive to load and maintain. A BI solution that has simply 

cant IT support for the lifetime of your application.

Izenda is a modern platform that has been built to be com-
patible with any technology stack. Designed to be modular 
and extensible, it can integrate with new technologies, pro-
tecting your investment in analytics. An open front end and
exposed API endpoints give your product team the flexibility
to customize an analytics experience that fits the needs of
your end users, and deploy it on premise, in the cloud or as 
a hybrid. 

The Challenge

The Solution

03.
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WE NEED A SOLUTION THAT
INTEGRATES WITH OUR TECH STACK



Not all BI solutions are designed to support
multitenancy. Onboarding new tenants, cus-
tomizing their analytics instance, or adding new 
roles can all pose problems and may require 
dedicating scarce technical resources to write 
the necessary code and maintain any work-
arounds. You may have little control over the 
feature sets you expose to tenants, and no abil-
ity to grant them self-administration rights. And 
you may not have any insight into how tenants 
actually use analytics. 

Izenda features an Administrative UI that makes 
multi-tenant management fast and code-free. 
Copy management functionality lets non-tech-
nical sta� such as business process analysts set
up analytics for new tenants using a templated 
instance, then customize it for the new cus-
tomer’s unique needs.  Izenda’s global reports 
feature allows you to create and maintain one 
master set of reports which can be easily distrib-
uted to all of your tenants.

The Administrative UI also provides you with 
valuable insight into analytics usage. What dash-
board KPIs are most used? What new reports 
and dashboards have clients created? You can 
report on all of this, then leverage the copy man-
agement and global reports features to quickly 
distribute best practices across all tenants and 
users.

The Challenge The Solution

04.
WE NEED TO DELIVER ANALYTICS
TO MULTIPLE TENANTS
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ded” o�erings. Not only does this dilute an organization’s brand, it also
Many BI solutions lead with their own brand even within their “embed-

leaves users with a disconnected experience when they have to exit an 
application’s workflow to view its associated analytics.

Some solutions add BI to applications using iframes. Iframing presents 
several issues including a lack of responsiveness, slower page load 
times, security vulnerabilities and additional coding requirements.  

Izenda is invisible as third-party so�ware within your application. The 
entire analytics experience can be customized to match your applica-
tion’s branding, look and feel, and navigation. You can embed reports 
and charts anywhere in your application, as well as intuitive report 
and dashboard designers to make analytics a seamless component of 
your product.  The result is a robust self-service analytics experience 
tailored for each user’s needs so they can perform analysis and create 
ad hoc reports and dashboards in real-time from within your product, 
without needing IT support.

The Challenge

The Solution

WE NEED TO DELIVER SEAMLESSLY
INTEGRATED ANALYTICS
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05.



o� of developer sta�, moving the management of

true self-service functionality by o�ering only

How can you integrate analytics into your ap-
plication, while minimizing IT’s involvement? A 
solution that was not purpose-built for em-
bedding will require ongoing developer time 
to maintain workarounds. If a solution lacks 

desktop-based designers, your developers will 
continue to be responsible for creating and 
customizing reports and dashboards.  And if 
new tenant set up requires coding, developers 
will be required for each deployment as well.

A true self-service analytics solution serves develop-
ers as well as end users. Izenda lets you seamlessly 
embed analytics into your application, to give end 
users full self-service capabilities including report, 
dashboard and visualization creation. Additionally 
the ability to tailor the experience for each role 
enables you to deliver an intuitive self-service ex-
perience that users will adopt, minimizing support 
and customization requests.  Plus, the administra-
tive UI takes the burden of onboarding new clients 

analytics to business process analysts or other less 
technical users.  

The Challenge The Solution
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06.
WE NEED TO FOCUS SCARCE RESOURCES
ON CORE DELIVERABLES



So�ware product teams face constant pressure to get 
enhancements to their applications live. This comes even 
as they receive a constant stream of feature requests. 
How can you deliver modern, self-service reporting and 
visualizations inside your application, while still adhering 
to tight product deployment deadlines? 

Izenda shortens the time to it takes to deploy analyt-
ics. A full integration takes weeks instead of months. 

But what if your deployment deadline is too soon to 
meet even this shortened schedule? One option is 
to deploy Izenda as a self-service analytics portal. It 
takes only days to stand up a fully customized and 
rebranded BI portal. This option lets you fully integrate 
Izenda later, leveraging the data modeling, user roles 
and permissions, and reports and dashboards you’ve 
already created.

The Challenge

The Solution

07.
WE NEED TO ADD ANALYTICS
THIS QUARTER
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provides a simple solution for complex data. To find

As the leading embedded reporting and analytics 
platform, we believe unlocking the value of your appli-
cation’s data is the new competitive edge. 

Izenda makes it simple for your users to access top-tier 
reporting directly within your application or a stand-
alone portal. Izenda’s cutting-edge technology inte-
grates and scales with your application, supporting all 
your reporting and analytics needs. 

With three million end-users and 2000+ application in-
tegrations worldwide, Izenda gives your users a reason 
to keep coming back with business insights that help 
them grow. From self-service and ad-hoc reporting, to 
stunning visualizations and powerful analytics, Izenda 

out more, visit www.izenda.com.

Using a modern embedded BI solution
benefits your organization in many ways. It
enables you to deliver self-service reporting
designed to fit the unique needs of your
application’s end users. It takes your devel-
opers o� of report creation and customer
rolls outs. And it adds to the value and equity
of your application.

WHY IZENDA? ABOUT IZENDA

MORE EMBEDDED BI RESOURCES

Embedded BI & Analytics  
Buyer’s Guide

Product Manager’s Guide
to Embedded BI
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